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PREFACE

Training can be an expensive investment with little assurance of returns. Thus, training effectiveness is of great concern for enterprises and Human Resource Development (HRD) practitioners. Positive training outcomes and transfer is perhaps a viable result to be expected from any training intervention.

Early research related to training effectiveness has often focused on training design and implementation. By the end of 1980's, there has been a renewed research interest in the possible effects of attitudinal and environmental factors on training outcomes and transfer. Knowledge of such influences would help enterprises and HRD practitioners to plan and implement training programs more effectively in order to maximize results.

This book reports a study conducted in order to examine possible effects of selected behavioral and organizational factors on training outcomes and maintenance of transfer. A one-day training course on 5S housekeeping practices entitled "Amalan 5S untuk Operasi Perusahaan" was conducted to achieve the purpose of this study. A total of 235 participants who are operations workers and supervisors from 12 manufacturing organizations in Sabah and Labuan Federal Territory were put through the training course, and measures of the related factors
were taken before, during, and after the training course. Only 221 participants remained at the end of the data collection period.

Specifically, seven behavioral and organizational factors were considered as the independent variables in the study. These seven factors are categorized as cognitive behaviors (self-efficacy and expectancy), job attitudes (job involvement and organizational commitment), and organizational factors (job support, supervisory and managerial support, and organizational support). These factors were measured immediately before the 5S training course, using items that were validated through confirmatory factor analysis in a pilot study.

Pre-test and post-test were conducted immediately before and after the 5S training course to assess the extent of learning among the participants in terms of declarative knowledge and application-based knowledge. The participants' affective and utility reactions to training were measured using a validated instrument immediately after the course. Related work behavioral performance measures were made one week before the 5S training course as the baseline measure. Subsequently, measures were taken at five points of measure after the 5S training course (1 week, 3 months, 6 months, 9 months, and 12 months). Gains in the behavioral performance scores against the baseline measure were regarded as training transfer.

The pattern of the maintenance of transfer was examined through a plotted maintenance curve. Training transfer mean scores plotted on a timeline yielded the observation of sharp increase of transfer at the earlier period (0-6 months), gradually arriving at a plateau at the later period after the 5S training course. This seemed to indicate that training transfer at the earlier period immediately after a training experience is crucial to efforts of transfer maintenance.
Correlations and multiple regression analysis were conducted to test the hypotheses. Effect size and power of the statistical tests performed was estimated to verify the findings. Among the significant findings, cognitive behaviors were found to be the dominant factor contributing to trainees' reactions to training and gain in declarative knowledge. Organizational factors were observed to have dominant influence over training transfer at all points of measure except one week immediately after the 5S training course.

Consistent with critical suggestions by some researchers, reactions were found to have no effects over learning and transfer. However, learning in application-based knowledge contributed positively to training transfer at 9 and 12 months after the training, indicating that retention of learned knowledge, especially that which is related to application, is important for longer term transfer.

Negative influences from job support and job involvement to training transfer may be a reflection of the participants' over-dependence on resources and support provided at work, and their reluctance to initiate changes. This suggestion is supported by journal notes made during post-training assessment which revealed that corporate initiatives could have significant effects over transfer effort. So, practical support from the organization to initiate transfer efforts is likely to improve training transfer. It is thus recommended that some form of Training Transfer Support System (TTSS) should be established in organizations to facilitate collaborative action-planning, and to initiate, monitor, and evaluate the process of training transfer after a training intervention.
How Did Your Training Go?

Training represents an expensive investment organizations make in their human resources and, therefore, it is important that organizations evaluate the effectiveness of their training efforts. (Mathieu, Tannenbaum, & Salas, 1992, p. 828)

The effectiveness of a training program is indeed a crucial issue in human resource development (HRD). All parties involved, such as the trainers, the trainees, and the enterprise, have their own concerns over the issue of training effectiveness. The trainers would be concerned about the reactions of trainees to the program, which might affect program effectiveness. The trainees would expect training programs to help them improve in performance and that the contents presented will be relevant to their daily work. Meanwhile, having invested strategically, financially, and allocated manpower to train its employees, the enterprise would undoubtedly anticipate returns from such investment in terms of quality, productivity, and ultimately profitability.

Although education enables the acquisition of basic knowledge and skills, training intervention is inevitable to improve
workers' performance in organizations. Noe and Schmitt (1986) aptly defined training as "...a planned learning experience designed to bring about permanent change in an individual's knowledge, attitudes, or skills" (p. 497). Training is often required upon new hires, promotion, and new placement of employees to prepare them for the work assignments. For existing employees, training is conducted to maintain and improve morale and performance level. In Malaysia, business trends survey reports revealed that training efforts were mostly aimed at changing employee attitudes and adjusting to new technology (Malaysia Institute of Management, 1996; Wong, 2000).

Training could be a costly investment with little assurance of returns. In the United States of America (USA), the cost of training had been increasing over the years. Between 2003 and 2007, total training expenditures of organizations in the USA ranged from US$51.1 billion (in 2005) to US$58.5 billion (in 2007) (2007 Industry report, 2007). Top management executives in best-in-class US organizations were reported to spend an average 45 hours and the managers and supervisors spent 51 hours in training annually (Olian, Durham, Kristof, Brown, Pierce, & Kunder, 1998). In 2011, each employee of companies in USA registered 39.3 training hours in average; and for large companies with 10,000 or more employees, each employee spent 49.5 training hours in average (2011 Training industry report, 2011).

As early as two decades ago, it has already been reported that an estimated US$200 billion are being spent for workforce training in the USA annually (McKenna, 1990). In early 1980's, Georgenson (1982) suggested that probably only 10% of the US$100 billion spent on training and development in USA led to positive transfer. Baumgartel, Reynolds, and Pathan (1984) found
that less than half of their subjects reported significant attempts to transfer training to job environment after training. Marx (1986) suggested that transfer failure may be as high as 90%. In a similar note, Broad and Newstrom (1992) suggested that more than 80% of investment in training is ultimately wasted.

In Malaysia, the results of the study of Zakaria Ismail and Rozhan Othman (1993) suggested that Malaysian firms may have invested in considerably more training hours than US firms. Thus, the seriousness of considering training effectiveness should not be taken lightly.

In its plan for national development, Malaysian Government had always view education and training as an important sector for consideration. In 2004, the former Prime Minister of Malaysia Datuk Seri Abdullah Badawi declared the Malaysian commitment for human capital development in the Agenda Asia Conference in 2004 ("PM: Asia at a crossroad," 2004):

Any program to eradicate large-scale poverty must involve the wider issue of human development. ...

Nations pursuing economic prosperity cannot ignore their most valuable resource – their own people. ...

We must be prepared to foster a quality education system supplemented by skills training and life-long learning facilities. (p.35)

Financial allocation for development in the education and training sector had most often been one of the most substantial in the national development plans of Malaysia. In the Ninth Malaysia Plan (2006-2010) and Tenth Malaysia Plan (2011-2015), human capital development initiatives formed one of the main thrusts of development (Economic Planning Unit, 2006,
Development expenditures for education and training during the Eighth Malaysia Plan (2001-2005) was estimated to be around RM42.4 billion, whereas RM45.1 billion was allocated during the Ninth Malaysia Plan period (2006-2010) (Economic Planning Unit, 2006). In the Tenth Malaysia Plan (2011-2015), it is reported that the allocation for development in the education and training sector is about 23% of the total budgeted RM230 billion, the largest allocation for a single sector of development in the Plan (Anuwar Ali, 2011). The trend of increasing allocation for the development of education and training in Malaysia is likely to continue into the distant future.

Yet, the demands for investment and uncertainty for returns in HRD is so high that some organizations, especially Small and Medium Industries (SMIs) and Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), are reluctant to move ahead. To spearhead and to aid HRD efforts, the Human Resource Development Act 1992 of Malaysia requires manufacturing firms to contribute 1% of their total payroll figures to the Human Resource Development Fund (HRDF). The HRDF formed a pool of fund that is available to be granted to contributing firms to sponsor employees for approved training programs (Shahril bin Hassan, 1999; Yau De Piyau, 1994a, 1994b).

Therefore, the question “How did your training go?” is a rather serious one. It is important for organizations to acquire knowledge related to the enhancement of training effectiveness in order to maximize returns from their investments in training.
Measuring Training Effectiveness

The question "How did your training go?" is essentially related to the issue of training effectiveness. To answer this question, one must first ascertain what is meant by training effectiveness. In the coming Chapter, the related theories and models will be discussed in greater details. At this point, we will briefly explore some crucial concepts related to training effectiveness.

Training effectiveness is generally perceived as some form of positive outcome from a training intervention. Kirkpatrick (1967, 1987, 1994) proposed four criteria of evaluation, namely trainee's reactions to training, learning outcome, behavioral change, and job performance. These alleged four levels of training evaluation have been used as the basis of many studies over the years. Although the empirical soundness of the model has met with heavy criticism in recent years (Alliger & Janak, 1994; Andrews & Crewe, 1999; Holton, 1996), Kirkpatrick's ideas had established profound grounds pertaining to training outcomes and transfer.

Through the idea of Kirkpatrick's levels of training evaluation, the concept of training outcomes and transfer gradually took shape. Wexley and Latham (1981) defined transfer of training as the degree of application of knowledge, skills, and attitudes gained in a training context to the job. The proposed definition is most influential to later researches on the subject. On the basis of this understanding of transfer of training, Noe (1986) and Baldwin and Ford (1988) attempted to present their models of transfer of training, relating attitudinal and environmental factors to training transfer, laying the foundation for the study of behavioral and organizational influences on training outcomes and transfer. Noe (1986) applied Kirkpatrick's (1967, 1987, 1994)
four-level model of training evaluation in his model, and tested it later (Noe & Schmitt, 1988). Baldwin and Ford (1988), however, considered only learning and retention as training outcomes, and training transfer in terms of maintenance and generalization.

By mid 1990s, researchers such as Thayer and Teachout (1995) and Holton (1996) consolidated the ideas from previous researches and proposed their model of training transfer and training evaluation. Their models considered learning, training transfer, and organizational results, which are synonymous to the three upper levels of Kirkpatrick’s (1967, 1987, 1994) criteria of training evaluation, and had ceased to regard reactions to training as direct outcome from training.

**Possible Influences on Training Effectiveness**

Besides instructional effectiveness, training contents and other training design factors, researchers acknowledge that effectiveness of training programs can be influenced directly or indirectly by the behavioral inclination of the trainees and their work environment (Baldwin & Ford, 1988; Campbell, 1988; Foxon, 1993; Holton, 1996; Noe, 1986; Noe & Schmitt, 1988; Thayer & Teachout, 1995). How positively and readily the trainees respond to training experiences would affect their motivation and efforts to learn, and subsequently the application of the acquired knowledge and skills on the job after the training. Supportive organizational climate would stimulate efforts to learn in training experience and to apply learned knowledge and skills at work.

Earlier studies on training outcomes and transfer dwelt a lot on issues of training designs and conditions. Some traditional transfer strategies include conducting training to teach underlying principles in addition to the applicable skills,